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The stupid test 3 answers

I have always been a fan of this little mental workout game. I love them. Stupid Test 3 is another one of these games. You can play the game and test your mental skills in addictive games. Stupid Test 3: Take a careful look at each answer and pointer on how to think before choosing the answer. Read the
question twice. Once you see the answer and then again. The obvious answer may not be correct. Use pen and paper if necessary. You don't want a computer game that you call stupid, you? Ok I just took three and a half hours of stupid testing. Not half an hour long... I'm half an hour too. But I finished
it. I put the type of question behind the answer. Stupid Test 3 Answers.Trick Questions - Wrong Unscrambled - Celery Unscrambled - Bean Progress - [In order] More, Core, Code, Cold Word - Hannah Tricks - Change your position after the second click - be careful when you click. Math - 5 Scrambled -
No Scrambled Eggs Unscrambled - Butter Math - Neither (the real answer is 54, not 56. the choice is 54, there are spelling errors in them) trick questions - yes coin collector trick questions - he didn't board the ark (Moses didn't, Noah did) trick question - Earth can't be removed from hole unscrambling -
milk unscrambled - macro media (too many' but it's the only answer that works in order - math -4 in order to call it the math. This is tricky - you need to remember the steps - test the memory to see. The button changes its position, so you may need to write down the steps because you remove the
instructions after clicking. Be careful when clicking because the button switches positions. Also, if you double-click the yellow button, the second row may appear to have no yellow buttons. Its right between the two green ones (look really careful - use glasses if you need to). Unscrambled - What is
roblox's password for the loblock? Jerry Seinfeld questioned by wiki users do he have Parkinson's disease? Asked by wiki users if you were 13 years old when you were born? What is a 50% hin pink laugh to wiki users? What is blue green Moray's Hinke pink for wiki users? Ask wiki users who are 10
000,000,000 users of Loblox? Wiki users ask, how much $100 a Block Gift Card do you get on robhx? Asked by wiki user Ano en Pinakalit or Kontinente Samundo? Stupid test 3 answers to questions by wiki users? Asked by wiki user Ano en Kasingkahulugan ng marubdob? What is the love of faith for
wiki users and Dr. Lazaro's rising behavior? Wiki user Pagkakaiba ng pagsulat ng ulat on sulating pananaliksik ask? Wiki user Ano an Imahinasihit Nanagahati sa daigdig sa magaibang araw asked by? What was the king's personality to wiki users? Wiki user Anoan mga kasabihan sa aking kababata
question? What is time signing for wiki users? Atinku-style songs? Asked by wiki user Ano an Catangian ng salawikain? Wiki users fool test 3 questions by answer - detailed exercises and answers to fool test 3 1. Wrong 2. Celery 3. Beans 4. [In order] more, core, cord, cold 5. Hannah 6. After the second
click, the green button changes its position - be careful when clicking. 7. 5 8. The Scrambled Egg 9. Butter 10. Neither (the real answer is 54, not 56. 11 toss you there is a spelling error to stand selected). All 12 of them. Yes 13. Coin Collector 14. He did not board the ark (Moses did not, Noah did not) 15.
Districts cannot be removed from the 16th hole. Milk 17. Macromedia ('r' is too much, but it's the only answer that works. 18. 4 19. [In order] phone, ball 20. Memory test - this is tricky - you need to remember the steps. The button changes its position, so you may need to write down the steps because you
remove the instructions after clicking. Be careful when clicking because the button switches positions. Also, if you double-click the yellow button, the second row may appear to have no yellow buttons. Its right between the two green ones (look really careful - use glasses if you need to). 21. Numismatist
that's it! You win the game! Answers to flash game idiot test 3 created by AK Games. Stupid Test 3 Ride home |   Cheatbook |    Latest Tips |    Trainer |    Cheats |    Cheatbook-Database 2020 |    Download |    Search for games |    Search for a blog with pc game titles: A |   B |   C |   D |   E |   F |   G |   H
|   I'm |   J |   K |   L |   M |   N |   O |   P |   Q |   R |   S |   T |   U |   V |   W |   X |   Y |   Z |   0 - 9 hints and tips: Stupid Test 3 Stupid Test 3 Answers: -------- 1 - Wrong 2 - Celery 3 - Bean 4 - [In order] more, core, code, cold 5 - Hannah 6 - Change the location of the green button after the second click - be
careful when you click. 7- 5 8 - 9 more scrambled eggs - 10 butter - neither (the real answer is 54, not 56. 11 - All of them 12 - Yes 13 - Coin Collector 14 - He did not board the ark (Moses did not, Noah did) 15 - Earth can not be removed from the hole 16 - milk 17 - macro media ('r'too much but the only
answer that works but in order] This one is tricky - you need to remember the steps - 20-memory test, ball. The button changes its position, so you may need to write down the steps because you remove the instructions after clicking. Be careful when clicking because the button switches positions. Also, if
you double-click the yellow button, the second row may appear to have no yellow buttons. Right between the two green things (look really careful - if you use glasses 21 - Visit Numismatist for more cheat codes, FAQs or tips for cheat information!           Spotlight - New version Cheatbook Database 2020
Cheatbook - Database 2020 Is a freeware cheat code tracker to create hints, Tricks, tips and tricks (PC, Walk-through, XBox, PlayStation 1, PlayStation 3, PlayStation 4, Sega, Nintendo 64, Wii U, DVD, Game Boy Advance, iPhone, Game Boy Color, N-Gage, Nintendo DS, PSP, Game Cube, Dreamcast,
Xbox 360, Super Nintendo) can be easily accessed from one central location. If you are an avid gamer and want some extra weapons or lives to survive until the next level, this freeware cheat database can come to the rescue. Covering more than 25.300 games, this database represents all genres and
focuses on recent releases. All the cheats inside from the first deception until January 1998 today.  - Release date January 5, 2020. Cheatbook-Database 2020 Game Trainer |   Find a knack |   Download |   Practice |   Console |   Magazines |   Top 100 |   Submit tips, hints, and tips |   Link Best Game: | 
Wasteland 3 Trainer |  Darkside Genesis Trainer |  Red Dead Redemption 2 Trainer |  Mecwarrior 5: Mercenary Trainer |  Join the NBA 2K20 Trainer +100 Yahoo Answers and get 100 points today. It is one of the original trick question games on iOS and Android platforms: conditions, privacy, ad choice,
RSSChoices, community guidelines, community guidelines... level feedback, recipients, tip tests, libi/ budo, iOS and Android platforms. There are 600 questions across level 30, each with 20 randomized questions, but the questions don't flow to the other level. Read every single answer to stupid testing for



iOS and Android! Level 1 cats had three kittens in January, March and May. If you have a fourth kitten, what's its name? In July (odd months) Lee's parents immigrated from China. The four children are La, Le, Lee and Lo. The fifth is Lee (reading the question) for 28 days? 12. How much water is there in
the empty glass 10 cm in diameter and 5 cm in diameter? If 0mL (glass is empty) 8 apples and six apples are taken away, how many apples do you have? 6. You are ranked third in the race. If you pass the second place person, you will be in the second place. What's next? M, A, M, J, J, A, S, O, _? N
(first moon letter) When I die, I eat it. What am I? Water. what can I get if I divide 20 by 1/2 and add 30? 70. 20/0.5 = 40, 40+30=70 Where do you ask survivors if a plane crashes on the U.S.-Mexico border? If a red house is made of red brick and a blue house is made of blue brick, what is a greenhouse?
Glass. How many cheeks do you have? 4. Anmol decided to give the bike three coats of paint. What coat Go to the first? The answer is second. What is light like a feather, but even the strongest person can't catch it for more than a few minutes? His breath. If your doctor gives you five pills and says you
have one every one and one every half hour right away, how long will it be before taking all the pills? 2 hours. get 1,000 and add 40. Now add 1,000 and add 30. Now add dd 1,000, now 20. Now add 1,000 and 10. The answer is 4,100. John digs a hole 2 yards wide, 3 yards long and 1 yard deep. How
much cubic yard dust is needed to fill the hole? 6. The farmer had 15 sheep, and all but eight were killed. How many people are left? 8. How many 5mm pieces of bread can be cut from a 30cm long loaf? 60 (30cm = 300mm, 300 /5 = 60) If it takes 10 hours to build a wall, how long will it be 4 people to
build the wall? Level 2: Sand castle was built in 10 days using 50 people. How does it take to create the same sand castle in 20 days? 25. How many lozenges do you have? 4. What letter comes from the sequence next? M, V, E, M, J, S, U, _? N (letter is the first letter of each planet in the solar system)
has one eye, but what can not be seen? Needle. Which animals do not belong? Gibbons (the name doesn't start with M) bats and balls cost $1.10. Bats cost a dollar more than a ball. The ball costs 5 cents. Ten copycats were sitting on the boat. One jumped. How many people are left? 0. How could the
22nd and 24th presidents have the same parents? They were the same people. On the way to the fair, I saw seven zerglers and a bear leaving. All the zerglers had six cats, all the cats had five rats, all the rats had four houses, every house had three rats, and every mouse had two. How many people are
all going to the fair? 1 (Narrator only; the rest leaves the fair, and will not go to it) there are 16 oranges. You take 6, Peter 4, Ryan 3. Are there some oranges? 6. Truth or false, can the fish travel through the water faster at 5ºc than -5ºc? Falsely, the fish cannot swim in frozen water. Which scenario is the
best possibility? Flip scan five tails in a row. Which countries fall from Group A to Group B? A = Australia, France, United Kingdom, Japan, B = United States, China, Korea, Norway. The answer is what is the tallest mountain in the world, before Mount Everest is discovered in France (Group A drive on the
left, Group B drive on the right)? Mount Everest. How is this possible? Survivors were married. If there are 12 fish in the pond and half of them drown, how many fish remain? 12 (the dead are still in the pond) the electric train moves north at 100 mph and winds are blowing west at 10mph. How does the
smoke blow? No smoke. Add 10-30. Divide this number by 1/5. Tthe What is bigger when 200 (40/0.2 is 200) is upside down? Number 6. Are there a few outs in an innings in baseball? 6 (3 outs per half innings) Level 3: If 4 times 5 times is 23, what about the fourth out of 20? 8 1/4 I sit at the table. Ten
flies are on the table. In one swat, I kill three flies. How many flies remain on the table? 3 All animals except the three (the other seven flew) are pigs, all but three are dogs, and all animals except the three are cattle? After traveling a short distance of 4 (one of each), how can i throw a tennis ball so that it
stops and returns along the same path? I always sit in the same pew at church, third in front and seventh behind. Each pew sits 5 people on either side of the central aisle. What is the total power of the Church? 90. I have three sisters, my eldest son returns home once every five days, a middle sister
every four days, and the youngest every three days. How many days will they meet? 60. How much did Moses have the Ark? Zero (Noah is not Moses) how much is 1/6th of the time? 1. What numbers can be divided in half and left nothing behind? 8, cut in half and become 0. A man started a business
with capital and increased his wealth by 50% every three years. Eighteen years later he was $22781.25. There are two in the barn and 10 cats follow them. How many feet are there in the barn? 4 (the cat has a foot) and the Smiths have seven daughters. If each daughter has a brother, how many children
do they have? 8, there is a total one brother. A man is walking at night at a steady pace. The shadows are longer as you pass through the street lights. Shadows are the same speed as walking speed. The murderer has been sentenced to death and must choose between three rooms. Between angry
fires, lions that haven't eaten for three years, and assassins, he must choose a lion who died of starvation. A fisherman caught the fish and said it was half the length, adding 30 cm in length. The length of the fish is 60 cm. Sphinx, Listen, Dalion: Words follow logical progress. The next word is iodine. We
drove 60 km/h and another 60 km/ ph at 30 kph. The average speed over 120 km was 37.5kph. What more weight? Can tickets with 60 kilograms (132 pounds) of cement depart and destination be sold on bus routes with 25 loops? 600. There are 50 books side by side, each of which is 2 inches thick. The
distance from the first page of the first book and the last page of the last book is 96 inches. Level 4: If three cats kill three rats in three minutes, how many will 100 cats kill 100? Also, 3 minutes. First. The steel ball moves 25 degrees Celsius faster than -5°C water because the water will freeze. What
comes next in the sequence? 1, 5, 3, 11, 17, 23, __? The answer is 15. A young girl is kicking a soccer ball. It goes 10 feet and then comes back. How is this possible? Gravity. If you spell the full number, how far do you go until you find the letter A? 1,000 (thousand). Google, jeans, shoes, tweezers:
which does not belong to anyone else? Shoes (others go down singular) because they come in a pair but never go up? B. Fact or False: In the one-floor pink house, everything in the house was pink. Is the stairs in the house pink? No, it is a false, first floor house. How much soil is there in a 1-foot x 1-foot
hole? 0 cubic feet. What comes next in the sequence? 1, 2, 5, 14, 41, ___? The answer is 122. The rooster placed the egg on the roof of the barn. How does it roll? It didn't roll. A is the father of B, but B is not the son of A. B is possible because it is a daughter. David, Bob and Jim's combined age group is
34 years old. David is three years younger than Jim and Bob is five years younger than Jim. How old is David? David is 15 years old. What are the next Roman numbers in the series: MMMXCVI, CCLVI, MXXIV, LXIV, CCLVI? The answer is XVI. The box is filled with 9 ears. The mouse takes 3 ears from
the box through a small hole once a day. How many days does the mouse take to remove all ears? Because the mouse has two ears in 9 days, so only one of the ears is inside the box. A 10-foot rope ladder hangs on the side of the boat that has bottomed on the surface of the water (sea). The transverse
is one foot away, and the tide rises at a rate of one inch every two hours. How long until the rungs cover? Never a ladder is tied to a boat. What is the sum of days a week, one year, a month, a day time? 7+12+24=43 What are the following decimals since 1933? 1949. A man in a black robe walks down a
country road. Suddenly, a large black car that didn't light up stops around the corner and screams. How did the car know he was there? It was daytime. Level 5: If drinks and sandwiches cost $12.00 and sandwiches cost $8.00 more than drinks, how much does it cost? $2.00 name the most recent year
that the New Year will come before Christmas? January 1 is due before December 25 this year. What goes up and down but remains in the same place? Stairs. Larry's father has four sons: Tim, Tom, Tony, and Kim. What is the name of the fifth son? Larry. Imagine being on a sinking row boat surrounded
by sharks. How can you survive? Stop imagining. The truck driver is going down in one direction when he crosses the wrong road and passes at least 10 police officers. Why is he not caught? He was walking. What never happens does it come Age. How can I lift an elephant with one hand? Elephants do
not have arms. What is the head and tail, but no body. Coins. What is heavier, 100 rocks or 100 pounds of feathers? Can neither a man (weighing the same, 100 pounds) marry his widow's sister? It is impossible. Boats and trailers cost $15,000. The boat costs 12,000 more than a trailer. How much does
the trailer cost? $1,500. How many times do I have to subtract 100 to 10? One (then 100 no more than 100, it's 90) what gets wet and wet erdry? Towel. What will be if you throw a red stone into the blue sea? Wet. How can i drop raw eggs on the concrete floor without cracking? Raw eggs are not
cracked. What comes next in the sequence? M T W T F _? S. 10 birds were sitting in a tree, and the hunter shot one from close range. How many birds were left in the tree? If Mr. Smith's peacock lays eggs in Mr. Jones's yard, no one owns the egg. There are no eggs (peacocks are males) and the letter
A shows how many times from 0 to 100? No. Level 6: What are 10-letter words with thousands of letters? Dictionary. In the following pattern, are there three numbers next? 1,2,3,2,1,2,3,4,2,1,2,3,4,3,2,3,4,5,_,_,_? 3, 2, 3 (Roman numeral snumber character count) what stood up, but grew down? Candle.
What three-letter words change a woman into a woman? The beginning of the ageing end and the end of time and space. What am I? Electronic. Why is it against the law for a person residing in the United States to be buried in Canada? He's not dead. There is an apple tree on the cliff. If the wind blows
100 mph eastward, where will the apples fall? Down. Boys and doctors are fishing. The boy is the son of a doctor, but the doctor is not the boy's father. Who is the doctor? The boy's mother. What was the largest island in the world before Australia was discovered? Madagascar. There are eight men on the
sofa, three broken legs and six left. How many legs do you have? 5 I have two mothers, two daughters, one grandmother, and two granddaughters. How many people are there? 3. The engine of the car has no purpose, but the engine does not work? Noise. The butcher stands 5 feet 10 inches tall and
wears a size 13 sneaker. What weight does he have? Meat. Starting with E ends with E, does it have only one letter in it? Envelope. Find the next number in the series: 1,000, 365, 24, 60, _? 60 What's broken every time you say your name again (365 days a year, 24 hours a day, 60 minutes per hour, 60
seconds per minute)? Silence. What are the hundreds of letters in it in a seven-letter word? Mailbox. Technically, how many fingers do you have? 8. I enter a room with 10 20-year-olds, 10 10-year-olds, 10 18-year-olds, and 10 30-year-olds. How many people 41 (I'm in the room) a man leaves the house,
he turns left, he turns back to the left, and then turns to the last left. As he moves forward, he sees two masked men at home. What is he doing? I play baseball. Level 7: Which animals in Group A belong to Group B? Group A = Giraffe, Lion, Puma, Chameleon, Group B = Shark, Crocodile, Frog, Swan.
The answer is chameleon, not mammal. The Cowboys went up to the inn on Friday. He stayed for two nights and left on Friday. How can you do that? Friday was the end. How to walk on water? Freeze it. How old is the sun in the solar system? 4.6e9. What can't I eat breakfast? Dinner. Exactly how many
minutes before 7 o'clock, if 40 minutes before it clocks more than 3 hours and 2 o'clock? 65. How much will I cost 100 dollars to the assistant of a hardware store? 20 cents, she replied. And how much does it cost twelve? I asked. 40 cents. Okay, I'm going to take a hundred and twelve. How much did you
pay? 60 cents. You are in a house with four windows, and all the windows face south. A bear walks around. What color is it? A white man stepped out in the pouring rain without protection, but his hair was not wet. How so? He was bald. What if yesterday was five days before the day after sunday's
tomorrow, what about tomorrow? Saturday. What is in the exact middle of the United States? Letter r. Fred can eat 27 chocolates in an hour. Alice can eat two chocolates in 10 minutes and Kelly in 20 minutes. How much do you share and eat 120 boxes of chocolatewhile watching a movie? 2 hours. Who
is the God of Music in Greek mythology? Apollo. How many years have the Great Sphinx of journalists been under construction? What is 2532 BC More Mass? 2 years old. Try to buy a 3 cent stamp. I'm waiting for my turn at the post office. How many 3 cent stamps will you get in a dozen? 12. What are
the most poisonous animals in the world? Box jellyfish. Where do you belong to someone else, such as handlebars, binoculars, shoes, scissors? The answer is the longest shoe (they can come separately) in length? The coastline of France. New York, Toronto, Los Angeles, Seattle: which of the following
does not belong to anyone else? Toronto, because it's not Canada and the United States. Level 8: Can I find the last number in the next series? 5, 8, 17, 47, 242, _? In 1967 (number 1 square, minus the second number) the average age of the committee was the same as it was four years ago. How young
are new members? 40. What's strange? 4377, 9831, 3954, 9862, 8454? 9862 (all the rest is the same at 21 when you add an individual number together) and the woman shoots her husband. Then put him under the water for 5 people. Finally, she hangs him. After 5 minutes, they all go and enjoy a good
dinner. How is this possible? She is a photographer. What comes next in the sequence? 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, __? A 100 (next number without a T) is as many days as my daughter for a few weeks, and the grandson is a few months in a few years. My grandson, my daughter, and I are 120 years together.
Can you tell me my age for many years? 72. Everyone at the party shook hands with others. There were 66 handshakes. How many people were at the party? 12. What's strange? Flow, SNIP, Trap, Draw, Back? The answer is backwards (all other words spell different words upside down) and they are
guardians. They are sitting on the bridge. One individual can see directly through them, while others wonder what they are hiding. Who are they? Sunglasses. What was the longest river before the Amazon was discovered? If Amazon (it's still the longest before found) 9999=4, 8888=8, 1816=6, 1212=0,
then 1919=? The answer is 4 (closed area of number multiplied by the sum of numbers with no closed area) 10 + 3 = 1 when? On the watch. Using the following three letters, i form a six-letter word: banana i somewhere, if I stand upright, I can be considered sideways. Where am I? Equator. What familiar
words start with IS, end with AND, and la in the middle? Island. Make the expression true with the correct mathematical symbol: 18×12?4+5=59 – The answer is split. Does the bus, Boeing 747, 20 passenger cars or army tanks weigh the least? The answer is the bus. You'll want to put 10 grey socks and
10 blue socks in a pair. All socks are exactly the same except for the color. How many socks should I take to see if I have at least a pair? 3 socks. Son of the son is the son of the water, but the son dies when the son returns to his parents. What is it? Ice. In a word, how do you spell egg whites? Alcumin.
Stay tuned for the rest of the level, we are working to add them all 30 and all 600 questions! Question!
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